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Urban planning

Environmental protection
SUPEP (P7) – ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

PROVINCIAL SECRETARIAT FOR URBAN PLANNING & ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

- DEPARTMENT FOR LEGAL & FINANCIAL AFFAIRS
- DEPARTMENT FOR URBAN PLANNING
- DEPARTMENT FOR CLEANER PRODUCTION, RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES & SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
- DEPARTMENT FOR INSPECTION CONTROL
- DEPARTMENT FOR PROTECTION OF NATURAL RESOURCES & BIODIVERSITY
- DEPARTMENT FOR ENVIROMENTAL MONITORING & INFORMATION SYSTEM
SUPEP (P7) – RESPONSIBILITIES

- Monitoring & information system
- Inspection control
- Permits/approvals (urban planning, EIA, SIA, IPPC)
  - ENVIRONMENTAL
  - NOISE
**SUPEP (P7) – SENVIBE*s ROLE & TASKS**

**WP6 Lead**

**Establishing the NO&VIB HUB**
- Cooperation framework
- Activities specification
- HUB space, roles&responsibilities
- Hub establishment

---

**WP1**
Learning outcomes: LLL & MSc Matching needs-Hub

**WP2**
ICT platform

**WP3**
Internal&daily PM

**WP4**
SENVIBE glossary

**WP5**
MSc theses list

**WP6**
PD strategy Media coverage Sustainability

**WP7**
Reviews Evaluation

---

Co-funded by the Erasmus+ Programme of the European Union
SUPEP (P7) NO&VIB PRACTICE

**CURRENT STATE**

- Nonharmonized legislation with EU standards
- Lack of adequate financing & proper decision making
- Inadequate institutional knowledge & capacity
- Limited cooperation (academic & nonacademic SH)
- Lack of public awareness campaigns

**Challenges**

**Monitoring**

- From 2017- environmental noise measurements in 3 agglomerations (N.Sad, Pančevo, Subotica); continuous 24h measurements (1 day per month; 3 reference intervals-day, night, evening)

**EIA, SIA & IPPC**

- Noise control measures

**Inspection control**
SUPEP (P7) NO&VIB PRACTICE

DESIRABLE IMPROVEMENTS

• Knowledge-driven & improved decision-making
• Improved monitoring methodology & scope (frequency & spatial coverage)
• Established intensive links & cooperation with SH (academic & non-academic) through HUB platform
• Strengthened institutional capacities & competences for NO&VIB issues
• Raised public awareness
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